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there, indicate the remains of the palace of Dev Pal as another place likely 

to reward research. Besides the possibility of finding inscriptions, it would 

be interesting to discover the plan of those great buildings of which the 

granite cornices, mouldings, and pillars, and the delicately carved doorways, 

have been spread far and wide through the neighbouring districts, wherever 

materials were required for new erections. Whether we should succeed in 

finding any such traces of Buddhist buildings is a question I could not 

answer positively in the affirmative; for it appears that S’aivas have built 

with materials taken from Buddhist ruins, Muhammadans have similarly 

plundered the S’aivas, and have in their turn furnished materials for modern 

Hindu architecture, but I think the experiment would be well worth try- 

ing, and should be glad if I had funds and leisure to devote to it. 

— 

The Rhapsodies of Gambhir Rai, the bard of Nirpur, A. D. 1650.— 

By Joun Beames, C. 8. 

A short notice of this work has already appeared in the Society’s Pro- 
ceedings for August 1872, but as it possesses considerable interest both from 

a philological and historical point of view, it has been thought advisable to 

reproduce it entire as regards the text, with tentative translations of such 

parts as are translatable. Those parts the meaning of which is not clear 

to me, have been left untranslated, and I hope that scholars in other parts of 

India will kindly offer suggestions as to these (to me) obscure portions. The 

whole work may perhaps ultimately be published in the Bibliotheca Indica, 

but the pages of the Journal seem to be the fitting place for its preliminary 

discussion. 

The work is contained in a little volume of 105 small quarto pages, 

written in rather an indistinct hand, and very carelessly copied. One line 

is run into another, and whole words and passages omitted or hopelessly 

garbled; but there are so many repetitions, that we are fortunately able to 

restore some of the garbled passages by comparison with other places where 

the same phrases recur. Some of the characters, especially compound ones, 

are so badly formed, that I can only guess at their meaning. 

The poems are not a continuous history, but short songs or rhapsodies 

in praise of Raja Jagat Singh, such as are sung by bards at the feasts and 

festivals of native princes, and the historical events are hinted at rather than 

detailed ; they were evidently well known to the bard’s hearers and therefore 

needed no further description. 

Mr. Blochmann has kindly furnished me with a note on the Rajas of 
Narpur and a translation of the Muhammadan historian’s account of Raja 

Jagat Singh’s rebellion from the Padishahnamah, These will form a fitting 
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introduction to the poem itself, and the allusions therein will be easily 

understood by reference to the historical narrative. 

The Ra’ja’s of Nu’rpuw’r. 

Nurpar lies N. W. of Kangrah, on the Jabbarkhad, a small tributary 
of the Chakki river, which flows into the Biah. Its old name Dhameri 

(ceyt+%0), the “ Tammery” of De Laét and other old travellers, was changed to 

Narpar by Raja Bast in honor of Miruddin Muhammad Jahangir. Mu- 

hammadan Historians generally call the Rajas of Nurptr “ zamindars of 

Mau and Pathan”. Mau was one of their strongholds, and was destroyed 

by Shahjahan ; and Pathan, or Paithan, is the same as Pathankot, west 

of Narptr. Pathan is mentioned in the Ain as a parganah of the Bari Duab, 

containing 199,872 big’hahs, yielding a revenue of 7,297,015 dams (40 dams 

= 1 Akbarshahi Rupee), and furnishing 250 horse and 2000 foot; and 

Dhameri is quoted as yielding 1,600,000 dams, and furnishing 60 horse, 

and 1300 foot. 

The zamindars of Mau and Pathan are first noticed in the very be- 

sinning of Akbar’s reign, when Raja Bakht Mall is mentioned as a sup- 

porter of Sikandar Sar, whom Akbar, in 965 A. H., besieged in Mankot. 

When Bakht Mall saw that Sikandar’s cause was hopeless, he paid his re- 

spects in the Imperial camp, and accompanied, after the surrender of Mankot, 

the army to Lahor, where Bairam Khan had him executed on the ground 

that he had supported Sikandar Sar, As successor Bairam appointed his 

brother Takht Mall. I am not sure whether the names of these two Rajas 
are correct, or whether the first should be called Takht Mall and the second 

Bakht Mall; for in every MS. of the Akbarnamah that I have seen, the 

two names (which differ only in the diacritical points) are continually 

interchanged. 

Nearly thirty years later, we hear of Raja Bast as reigning Zamindar 

of Mau and Pathan. It is not stated how he was related to Bakht Mall 

and Takht Mall; but the historians of the reigns of Shahjahan and Aurang- 

zib look upon him as the founder of a new line, and give the following 

genealogical tree— 

Raja Basi of Nurpur (dies 1022). 

(1.) Suraj Mall. (2.) Madht Singh. (8.) Jagat Singh (dies 1055). 
kt le 

1. Rajrap (dies 1077). 

2. Bhao Singh (Murid Khan). 

The last, Bhao Singh, in the beginning of Aurangzib’s reign, turned 

Muhammadan, and received the name of Murid Khan. His descendants, 

according to the Wadsir ul-Umara still hold Shahpir, N. W. of Nurpur, 
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near the Ravi, and “he who becomes Raja, takes the name of Murid 

Khan.” 
Raja Jagat Singh served under Jahangir in Bengal, and in the 15th year 

when Stiraj Mall rebelled, the emperor called him from Bengal, made him a 

commander of 1000, with 500 horse, gave him the title of Raja, and a 

present of 20,000 Rupees, and sent him to Raja Bikramajit, who invested 

Kangrah. Up to the end of Jahangir’s reign, he rose to a command of 

3000, with 2000 horse. - 

Under Shahjahan, Jagat Singh retained his mangab, and was in the 

Sth year appointed to Bangash, and two years later to Kabul, where he 

distinguished himself in the capture of Karimdad, the son of Jalalah Tariki, 

the Afghan rebel. Inthe 11th year of Shahjahan’s reign, when ’Ali Mar- 

dan handed Qandahar to Shahjahan, and Sa’id Khan ( w& ose ) was sent 
from Kabul to drive away the Persians, Jagat Singh commanded the hara- 

wal, or vanguard. Arrived at Qandahar, Jagat Singh was ordered to 

conquer Zamin-Dawar; he accompanied afterwards the army to Bust, 

where he distinguished himself. In the 12th year, he paid his respects at 

Lahor, received several presents, and was appointed Faujdar of Upper and 

Lower Bangash. Whilst he was thére, his son Rajrap rebelled, as will be 

seen from the following free translation from the Padishéhnamah. 

The Conquest of Mau and Nu’rpu’r under Sha/hjaha/’n. 

(Pddishahnamah, Kid. Bibl. Indica, II, pp. 287ff.) 

In the 12th year of Shahjahan’s reign, when Shahjahan was at Lahor, 

he appointed Rajrup, eldest son of Raja Jagat Singh of Mau, Faujdar of the 
Daman i Koh i Kangrah and collector of the peshkash due by the several 

petty hill states. In the following year, when the emperor was in Kashmir, 

Rajrip, who acted in concert with his father in Bangash, rebelled, and 

Jagat Singh, through friends he had at court, expressed a feigned dissatis- 

faction at the misconduct of his son, and requested the emperor to relieve 

him of his duties in Bangash and bestow upon him the office of his son. 

This would give him an opportunity of punishing Rajrip, and of collecting 

the peshkash, which he valued at four lacs of rupees. The emperor gladly ac- 
cepted the offer ; but no sooner had Jagat Singh arrived in his district than 

he made preparations for rebellion, trusting to the height of his hill forts and 
the impenetrability of the jungles. He fortified especially Taragarh, 
with the view of making it an asylum in days of ill-luck. 

When the news of his rebellious conduct reached the court, Shahjahan 

could scarcely believe it, and sent Kabrai Sundar to Mau to report on the 

truth of the rumour. Sundar had an interview with Jagat Singh, and, on_ 

his return to court, reported that the Raja was sorry for his misbehaviour ; 

he wished, however, to remain for a year in his district, and would send his 
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son Rajrup to court to ask for pardon. The emperor hesitated no longer, 
and appointed three corps to commence operations against Jagat Singh. 

The first corps was placed under Sayyid Khan Jahan Barha,* who was sup- 

ported by Nazar Bahadur Khweshagi ;+ Shamsuddin, son of Zulfaqar Khan ; 

Raja Amr Singh of Narwar; Sayyid Lutf ’Ali; Jalaluddin Mahmid; Rao 

Dan Singh Bhadauriah; Mir Buzurg; Sarmast, son of I’timad Rai; and 

several other mancabdars, Ahadis, both bowmen and matchlockmen, and 

zamindar troops. The second corps was commanded by Sa’id Khan Baha- 

dur Zafarjang, together with his sons and relations, Raja Rai Singh, Iltifat 

Khan Cafawi, Gokul Das Sisaudiah, Rai Singh Jhala, Kriparam, Nadi ’All, 

Chait Singh, with other mangabdars and Ahadis, both bowmen and match- 

lockmen, and Mushki Beg, Bakhshi of Dara Shikoh, with 1000 horse of 

the Prince’s contingent. ‘The third corps was under Acalat Khan, his 

brother ’Abdulkafi, Muhammad Amin and Muhammad Mumin, sons of Shah 

Quli Khan, and other imperial mancgabdars, and Khusrau Beg, an officer in 

the employ of Yamin ud-daulah [Acgaf Khan Khankhanan, brother of 

Nar Jahan, and father of Mumtaz Mahall] with 1000 horse of his contingent, 

and 500 horse belonging to Islam Khan under their Bakhshi. The whole 

was placed under the command of Prince Murad Bakhsh, who with Raja 

Jaisingh, Rao Amr Singh, Jan-sipar Khan, Akbar Quli Khan Sultan 

Gakk’har, Hari Smgh Rathor, Chandr Man Bundelah, Daulat Khan 

Qiyamkhani, Rai Kasidas, Khizr Sultan Gakk’har, and Khalil Beg with 

700 Ahadis, Nahir Solangi, Baba i Khweshagi, and other mangabdars, was 

to move from Kabul over Siyalkot to Pathan. 

On the 17th Jumada I., 1051 [14th August, 1641], the first two corps 

under Sayyid Khan Jahan and Sa’id Khan assembled at Raiptr and Bah- 

ramptr, waiting for the arrival of the Prince; and Acalat Khan pushed on 

to Jammu, to collect the zamindari troops of the District. When the Prince 

arrived, the whole army marched to Pathan. Khan Jahan and Sa’id Khan 

had each received valuable presents from his Majesty before leaving ; so had 

Acalat Khan, Rai Singh, Iltifat Khan, Nazar Bahadur Khweshagi, Zulfaqar 

Khan, Shamsuddin, son of Nazar Bahadur, Raja Amr Singh of Narwar, 

Gokul Das Sisaudiah, Rai Singh Jhala, and others. One lac of rupees was 

given to Khan Jahan as an advance. As reporter to Khan Jahan’s detach- 

ment Sultan Nazar was appointed, and Qazi Nizama to that of Bahadur 

Khan. 

Murad Bakhsh now appointed Sa’id Khan, Raja Jai Singh, and Agalat 

Khan, to invest Fort Mau, which lies 3 4os from Pathan, and remained 

himself in that town to collect supplies. 

Khan Jahan, on the 2nd Juméda II. [29th August, 1641], left Raiptr, 

* Nin translation, pp. 392, 394. 

¥ Of Kastr, Lahor District. 

AA 
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in order to march by the Balhaw4én Pass (wt) on Narpir. Atthe 
foot of the pass, he came upon Rajrap. Khan Jahan appointed Najabat Khan 
harawal, who engaged Rajrap. The obstacles which had been set up at the 

foot of the pass, were forced, and Khan Jahan moved rapidly to Machhi 

Bhawan. The enemy had everywhere blockaded the roads ; but a native 

of the district shewed the Imperialists a path, which from its inaccessibility 

had not been obstructed. By this way the army arrived on the 14th Rajab 

[9th October, 1641] at the summit of a hill, half a £os from Nurptir. The 

houses outside the Fort were given up to pillage, and the army encamped at 

the foot of the Fort. The Fort, which was well provided with provisions 

and material, was garrisoned by about 2000 mountaineers, mostly armed 

with matchlocks. Khan Jahan opened trenches and commenced the siege. 

Sa’id Khan had in the mean time marched by way of Mount Harah 
(8)'®), and Raja Jai Smgh and Acdlat Khan along the valley of the Chakki 

River, and both met at Mau. The army eneamped near Raja Bast’s villa, 

which lies on even ground, but it is joined by means of a hill with Mau 

itself. The roads were everywhere blockaded, and stone barricades with 

towers had-been erected. ‘The army could only slowly advance, and the 

soldiers had everywhere to cut trenches for protection against the fire of 

the enemies, 
On the 17th Rajab [12th October], Qulij Khdn and Rustam Khan 

joined the Prince at Pathan, bringing orders from Court that Qulij Khan 

should march to Mau, and Rustam Khan to Khan Jahanat Narpar. Re- 
ports had, in the mean time, been received at Court from loyal zamindars of 

the district to say that the occupation of Rup ar (53), which overlooks Mau, 

was necessary for the complete investment of Mau; and as Prince Murad 

Bakhsh reported the same, orders were sent to Sa’id Khan to move to Rupar. 

A portion of the troops at Nuarptr under Najaébat Khan as hardwal, Nazar 

Bahadur Khweshagi, Akbar Quli Sultan Gakk’har, and Raja Man of Gwaliar, 

should join Sa’id’s corps. On the receipt of these orders, Sa’id Khan, on 

Tuesday, 15th Sha’ban [9th November, 1641], broke up, marched along 

the Narptr Pass, and halted in the neighbourhood of the Mau Mountain 

on the road to Rupar. He then sent his sons Sa’dullah and ’Abdullah witha 

detachment of men of his own contingent, and Imperial Rifles under Zulfagar, 

from the right and the left, up the mountain to fix upon a site for the camp. 

On reaching the height, they sent a report to Sa’id that much jungle would 

have to be cut, if the whole army was tocome up. They waited for further 

orders, when they were suddenly attacked by 4 or 5000 matchlockmen and 

bowmen from a neighbouring hill. Sa’id sent at once reinforcements under 

his son Lutfullah, and afterwards more under Shaikh Farid and Sarandaz 

Khan. Before Lutfullah could join his brothers, he was attacked, and 

received a sword-wound in the right shoulder and a spear-wound in his left 
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arm. He was with difficulty taken from the field by Khwajah ’Abdurrah- 
man, son of Abdul ’Aziz Naqshbandi, as the enemies were just disabling the 

horse. Zulfaqar drove away the enemies who had attacked him, and re- 

treated to Sa’id Khan, and soon after, Sa’dullah and ’Abdullah arrived like- 

wise. Sa’id Khan reached Rupar next day, cut down the jungle for the 

encampment, cut ditches, and set up hedges, to guard against night-attacks. 

The enemies now collected in large numbers round about, and continued to 

erect fences and throw up obstacles of all sorts. Sa’id advanced slowly cut- 

ting down the jungle; and on the 21st Sha’ban [15th November], the 

vanguard under Najabat Khan arrived at a pass in the neighbourhood of a 

hostile camp near Raja Bast’s garden. The enemies were at once attacked, 
from one side by Zulfaqar with the Imperial artillery, and from the other by 

Nazar Bahadur Khweshagi, Shaikh Farid, Akbar Quli Sultan Gakl’har, 

Sarandaz Khan, and Raja Man. A numberof men of Najabat Khan and 
Raja Man put boards on their heads instead of shields, rushed forward, 

and set fire toa wall made of poles and planks. Several were killed on 

both sides. 

In the night before the 29th Sha’ban [22nd to 23rd November], Raja 

Man sent about one hundred foot of his own native place to surprise Fort 

Chhat (“¢). They killed many enemies, who had left the Fort to oppose 

them, among them the commander. A portion of them occupied the Fort, 

the rest returned to Raja Man. 
During the day, a bastion (burj) of Fort Nurptr, which Khan Jahan 

besieged, was blown up. This happened as follows. Zulfi AhGnzan and 

Aqa Hasan Rimi had laid seven mines in various directions. Six of them 

had been discovered by the besieged, who filled them with water. ‘The 
seventh had been made from the trenches of Khan Jahan’s men, and had 

been successfully carried forward to the bastion, a space of three yards only 

remaining undug to the very foundation of the bastion. Khan Jahan’s son 

and his men, from fear that the besieged would detect the last mine too, 

filled it with powder, and sent word to Khan Jahan that the mine was 

ready. Khan Jahan, therefore, gave in the afternoon orders to the men of 

several trenches to be ready for an assault, and to fire the mine. But as 

the mine was incomplete, one side only of the bastion flew up, whilst the other 

side sank to the ground. But the besieged had been cunning enough to erect 

behind each bastion a wall, which was joined with both ends to the outer 

wall of the Fort. This wall behind the blown up bastion remained unin- 

yured, and no actual breach was effected ; and Sayyid Lutf ’Ali and Jalaluddin 

Mahmiud, who had rushed forward with Khan Jahan’s men, found the way 

closed, and called to the b¢/dars to throw down the wall. The besieged think- 

ing that the Imperialists had succeeded in effecting a breach, retreated to the 

inner Fort, keeping up a destructive fire on Lutf Ali, who was shot in the 
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hand. But unfortunately it got dark, and the storming party had to 

retire. 

In the end of Sha’bian, Bahadur Khan was ordered by his Majesty to 
move from Islamptr to Pathan, where he met the Prince with 3000 horse 

and the same number of foot. On the last of Sha’ban [23rd November], 

Damtal [south of Pathankot] was taken by Bahadur Khan, and Tihart 

by Allah Virdi Khan. The emperor also sent orders that Acalat Khan 

should hasten to Narptir and take part in the siege; and Sayyid Khan 

Jahan, Rustam Khan, and others, together with Bahadur Khan as harawal, 

should attack Mau by way of Ganga-thal (Ugs 35) ; for when Mau 

was conquered, it would be easier to reduce Narptr. The Prince should 

leave Rao Amr Singh and Mirz4 Hasan Cafawi in Pathan, and march upon 

Mau, and encamp in the pass, where, in former days, "Abdullah Khan 

Bahadur had encamped. 
On the Ist Ramazan [24th November], the Prince left Pathan for Mau. 

Jagat Singh began now to doubt of success, and requested Allah Virdi 

Khan to beg the Prince to allow Rajrip an interview: the Imperial 

eommanders, from envy and hatred towards him, had forced the war on 

him, and their only object was to rob and kill him and his people. As 

Rajput, he had to defend his military honor; but as the Prince had now 

himself come, he wished to submit and send his son to settle affairs. 

On the 5th Ramazan [28th November, 1641], Rajrap with a halter 

round his neck appeared before the Prince, who promised to intercede on 

Jagat Singh’s behalf with his Majesty. But the emperor, to whom the 

Prince sent a report, demanded an unconditional surrender, and Murad 

Bakhsh had to send Rajrup back. 

Sayyid Khan Jahan and Bahadur Khan were now sent by the Prince 

over Gangat’hal to Mau. They moved slowly forward cutting down 

the jungle, and drove away the enemies wherever they found them. 

When they approached strong barricades, they dug trenches, and thus 

succeeded in overcoming all obstacles. When they reached Mau, Jagat 

Singh, with the best men of his own clan, engaged them in sharp 

encounters for five days. Neither Bahadur Khan, nor Khan Jahan, 

spared their men; in fact, the men of Bahadur Khan used the dead 

bodies of the slain to step over the trenches dug by the enemies. But 

during these five days, no less than 700 men of Bahadur Khan’s contingent 

were killed amd wounded, and the same number of the other corps. A large 

number of the enemies also ‘ went to hell.’ All officers fought gallantly, 

Sayyid Khan Jahan, Rustam Khan, and others, but especially Bahadur 

Khan, Sayyid Khan Jahan’s hardawal. 

But as the war made slow progress, his Majesty ordered that the attacks 
upon Mau should be vigorously continued at the place where Khan Jahan 
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and Bahadur Khan had fought, and the other corps should also attack and 

take the Fort by storm. On the morning of the 20th Ramazan, therefore, 

[18th December, 1641], the Prince gave the Bakhshis of his own men the 
order to make a general assault, and sent word to Khan Jahan and Sa’id 

Khan to commence the assault on their side. Sa’id Khan delayed, but 

Khan Jahan faithfully rendered excellent service, and Rustam Khan and 

Bahadur Khan and many others distinguished themselves by their gallantry. 
They, from their side, and Raja Jai Singh, Qulij Khan, and Allah Virdi 

Khan, from the other side, were firmly resolved to take Mau by assault. 

Raja Jai Singh, and Allah Virdi Khan from the valley, Qulij Khan from 
the left, and the others from the right, succeeded to pass through the jungle, 

and managed to reach the summit of the mountain. In consequence of the 

continued fights on the preceding days, Jagat Singh had been so weakened, 

that he called in troops which he had posted to certain places to keep back 

the Imperialists ; and Raja Jai Singh, Qulij Khan, and Allah Virdi Khan, 

who were nearest to Mau, found the ascent easy. The few men that held 

the barricades opposite to them, could not offer serious resistance, whence 

it happened that they entered Mau before Khan Jahan and Bahadur Khan 

had come up. Jagat Singh had before taken his family and treasures to 

Taragarh, and had remained alone in Mau; but when he saw the luck 

and the successes of his enemies, he took his sons and dependents who had 

escaped the sword, and fled. 

Two days after [15th December, 1641], Agalat Khan reported to the 

Prince that the besieged in Nurpur, considering Jagat Singh’s cause hope- 

less after the fall of Mau, had at midnight deserted the Fort, which was 

now in his possession. 

On the 23rd Ramazan [16th December, 1641], the Prince sent Prithi 

Chand, zamindar of Chambah, whose father had been killed by Jagat Singh, 

to court. Mau was left in charge of Raja Jaisingh ; Tihari was garrisoned 

by Qulij Khan; Damtal by Gokuldds Sisaudiah; and Pathan by Mirza 

Hasan Cafawi. A large detachment was told off to cut down the jungle 

and widen the roads in the neighbourhood of Mau. 

The Prince then returned with Bahadur Khan and Agalat Khan to 

court, when he arrived six days later. 

On Ist Shawwal [23rd December, 1641], the Prince received orders to 

bring Jagat Singh either a prisoner or dead to court. Prithi Chand re- 

ceived the title of Raja and a mangab of 1000, with 400 horse, and was 

ordered to return to Chambah, to collect his men, and to occupy a hill near 

Fort Téragarh, the possession of which was necessary before the Fort could 

be taken. ‘'Tdragarh in fact belongs to Chambah; but Jagat Singh had 
taken it by force. 

On 5th Shawwal [27th December, 1641], the Prince reached Nurptr 
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with Sayyid Khan Jahan, and sent Sa’id Khan with his sons to Jamma. 

Bahadur Khan and Agalat Khan with nearly 2000 horse were sent to 
Taragarh. Raja Man Singh of Gwalidr, the sworn enemy of Jagat Singh, 
joined Prithi Chand, in order to attack Taragarh from the rear. 

Although the fort was high, and difficult of access beyond all expecta- 

tion, the Imperialists commenced the siege. * * * Jagat Singh seeing 

that he was vigorously attacked from all sides, was now sorry that he had 

rebelled against his Majesty, his benefactor, and addressed Sayyid Khan 

Jahan to intercede for him with the Prince. The Prince recommended him 

to the mercy of the emperor. Taragarh was to be handed over to the 

Imperialists, and was to be destroyed with exception of certain houses 

which at Jagat Singh’s request were to be left as dwelling-places for his 

servants, and as store houses for his property. ‘The fortifications of Mau 
and Nurpur were likewise to be levelled. 

This was done. Jagat Singh invited Sayyid Khan Jahan to dismantle 

Tdragarh. ‘The Sayyid then ordered his relation Sayyid Firtz to destroy 

the Sher Haji bastion and other fortifications. 

On Thursday evening, 19th Zil Hajjah [11th March, 1642], Jagat Singh 

paid his respects to the Prince. Najabat Khan was ordered to make a 

settlement for the whole district. Bahadur Khan and Acalat Khan were left 

in Nurptr to dismantle the bastions, and the Prince with Sayyid Khan 
Jahan and Jagat Singh together with his sons went to Court. 

On the 25th Zil Hajjah, Jagat Singh and his sons, each with a fautah 

round the neck, were presented to his Majesty, who pardoned them. 

On the 19th Muharram, 1052 [10th April, 1642], Raja Jagat Singh and 

Rajrup, his son, who had escaped the fire of his Majesty’s wrath, were reap- 

pointed to their former rank and office. Soon after, Jagat Singh went with 

Dara Shikoh to Qandahar, and was made commandant of Qalat. In the 17th 

year of Shahjahan’s reign, Sa’id Khan was made governor of the Cubah, 

and Jagat Singh, who could not agree with him, was sent with the army to 

Badakhshan (1055), whither his son Rajrip accompanied him. He occupied 

Khiust, Sarab, and Indrab, and erected between the last two places a strong 

stockade with masonry towers, and successfully repelled the attacks of the 

Uzbaks. Leaving a strong garrison in his stockade, Jagat Singh, in Rama- 

zan 1055, returned to Panjshir, bravely fighting on the road under heavy 

snowstorms. Ill-health compelled him to go to Pashawar, where he died 

in the end of the same year (January, 1646]. 
Rajrup was made Raja, a commander of 1500, with 1000 horse, and 

was left in possession of his zamindaris. But Murshid Quli, the Faujdar 
of Daman i Koh i Kangrah, in the beginning of 1056, was ordered to take 

away Téragarh. He did so, and Taragarh was henceforth garrisoned by 

Imperialists.— 
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The manuscript belongs to the Hon’ble E. C. Bayley, for whom it was 

copied from the original in his possession of the Raja of Nurptr. The copy 
ends abruptly, and it is probable that it has not been completed. The Raja 
was unwilling to allow the copy to be taken, and now states that the origi-= 

nal has been lost. We must therefore make the best of the present text. 

The work is in two parts, the first part ends on page 57, where the second 

part begins with the words 4 Uist Wawa Alaa saa fis at Frat ca 
ST AT TA ATASTAT Il “ Now begin the poems of Raja Mandhata, grandson 

of Jagat Singh, son of Rajrip, Mandhata.” The Muhammadan historians 
do not mention any person as Mandhata : the succession, according to them 

passed from Jagat’s son Rajrip to another son, Bhao Singh, who turned 
Musalman, and took the name of Murid Khan. Who this Mandhataé was 

is therefore uncertain, but the word is a title rather than a proper name, 

and may therefore be used of some person known to the historians by a diffe- 

rent name. 

I now give text and translation of the invocation and the first twelve 

kavitas. 

Bi MAMUIA TA: | 

WHAG VAG VT AT Il 
fan au VIZ ATT I 
Si AN Wea YLT UT | 

ay wele fasta | 

afad | sae S aaa sai are set feat ua 1 
@ WIE CA VF Sal Hla HAT FS | 
O<t GSA FA BTA BAT WT | 
aS FH acra Sty Ga ws Tar F 0 
Sis afc ait MS ZEA a Sea Te | 
Git Wass GaAT are wrat F | 
alaaa ara aa aify aged aa I 
SAT FAH TH TIST AS WAT Sr 
wal S aaa aged At aaa fas | 
ut 2a Sa qa aT A Teta FZ | 
wine Sus Se Fe al ATE TI 
Alda S Tian AUT AS TA AAT S I 
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VIG A AS BS CS A SACS Siz | 
wa faa areal faa Gey fase & 4 
Bag VAt Wars sig War war = | 
ay at avl aarer Ara at aarait F 2 

LAA H CA ACCA 3 aT THs | 

dat acale HA Ha B Barat Fi | 
ae afa tte Tar Te cat aaa fas | 
BA VT ALI Mla Als At fearat Ar 1 
Hoi Ta Lis LH Ga F BUA a || 

Sa Ad SIS IS WA GeATAT AT 
aaa ad At BAAq ART Ste | 

TAWA HS YS Ear SAarAt Ar | s | 
UH CLT CC TH AAA RUA | 

aq feant aS ay AA TIS GI 
UH A UA A RAAT Bat Alae I 

Sey RUC BE Tiel AT are 
Ua ALTA SIX Braa saa fae | 

AU WA AAMT WA TAT Be F | 
UR AA TH Ala Sat FMS AF | 

TH WAATS TH CTH WIAA Sl H 8 

ala Ta Hx sia an A aaa fas 1 
He BS Bana VAG qa RAF | 

Eine a 
He Us wi Sx Be J aT aa | 

TAA tla Ad BS aya |i 

HCI WAX at Fe Weg aa | 
Sa BS UAH AS Cs ZF Fa aaH | 

Slt BA BIT BIS BIA Aa Siey Fi | 

RAC Hl Bla at Fa ars waR 4 i 

faa avarat feat 3 au dia frat 

ut BJ BIt SN CM GE la J I 
Sl WI WET TAT Av Al| 

[No. 3, 
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are sai wate faa faa Tat ata FZ | 

LIA FBSA YA RSA Wale Te | 
Ata F Ae BIAS Ai fawra sy et 
Tifa at Atal Sa Stel St fara HS 
SX UTUTSA A AST ST Gas | 
ACE Acta J FS FS Ta GS | 

Ws wale FR sta ara elye Ft TE | 
St wccte at faa faa Xs Sz 
Sal EX CLG WS US Aras | 

GleA Ai Kl SS FSI SA AG ain | 
AAT CIMA TH ANAT 7 SITS |) 9 | 

Gu giv Wa Ala Ba We Me Ariat 
Hd SAS alt Bees afys cra Fi 
RAM RAW We el A AAT | 

SX VIR WA ACHAT Hal ara ais 
AA sau Sx Haa Bars AF | 
Fl BMT al A Al UIASTS Teata A 
RAs HAS FU Bla TARE ay | 

SARA A AA BTA SIX ACSA AE sy 
BF VALS Sle aE H Ta GE | 
Slat SA SS ARI Bet Bia way F 
Gee FAT TH US UT Tis As | 
aa at Ga ae eat wz feurat F 
WE AE CV aH WE A 1 Tal Ts | 
Ta MS Het MIR Bias Aaa Z| 
laa VAI Ae aa a saa fas | 

Sat fuat F wea Aa St asa Se 

\ faaat | 

Bl ANA Baa a= fat wa ctw VE aelalea At | 

we faa CATA TIRE AE ALT Ta Alea Ait | 
BEB 

203 
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TREE WE YRLT HisTH WAT AL Fu Aiea a | 
Be aE fast PRCA VS aT tela siza Wica at | Reb 

\ utara | 

LAA H CAT ACILIA FT saI fa" 
HUA SAI Al ATS del Acale Wt 

at St Bay vat B [<a] aua 
al ace siel fey ate we a 

UIA WP!eq Tag RET Wale cag 

yet S uele GA Gt YH Ale GF I 

SUT ATA SM SN BH BAa der 
LIS CIT UST UTS AC TTA FT ey ti 

Sal SX Sal Tal WAA Bla weet 
Ha aT GI Ba Ala Al UsSaat | 

AX BRI BE MIS AE BE Hla 
ay aia fas BI Ba Ata SAAT 4 

ata @ Wat VA aaa ufas 

AU WM Uae Aa Gs alfa arare | 
SHAY ALIAW GEA Gui ea fea 

WR AX ASE At WAR AASTAT || eR 4 
SX PTAA UE AS i Urs Ale 

wie ata aaa Ba Fa aa = 
als cla qT Aa VAST WRT 

faut Atal ATA gat = | 
GIS IG Ale CIA LISA A Hist 

AG ala Sle Ta Be Ai waa & | 
STG Al HAUT AA LA AA CAL 
GI AT AA Sle aT FHA SU ws y 

aHa VLsit Ga UH GATAST 
efaai at ete ofa St Re festa aT | 

Faw Fle A VTA Ta La Gaa 
faust Y da aa wa at | 
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REA THIS Cla CIA TWaszq Wa 

Al Gi AL CIA Sl Si ava aa Ta aT 
WU F Ayre sh Weraa Bx as 

ual SETS EL ANA ata ait |i re | 
l Baar a 

Sanat aa fas wey we ya awl we wa H arse y 
ats faa as wis wet Si fe etaet era aa Sa ara 
MU BSH HTH Se YT A ye War aa ATT | 
"id ava Te WI TAH a HALT H ABA | wy | 

| ata 

At St Fata Hrara F Fecta cet 
MCCS GeHS H WA Ars Ast = | 

Sel Bi Aala W Hala HS TE TT 

HUA A Ba ait ar us Area F | 
Gil GSEAlS UATSS BAT Alar 

AG A Ata Ait Fel A Brat = 
ages A | ALT AT ATS VAT 
BR MASTS F TAS] UTE AAT St re | 
tie FR suta ala cia «ta faa ata 
Ha 7 acu aia aaa fears F | 
ALAS BA fey Cla Ws BEI Bar 

SX SII La SF URI Fa Arar = | 
YARRA AX WX VAS AATe ale 

Gad TSIM at As a TANT F | 
BAT WAT Cla ANA at aw 
HA ae wa we ntca faaiz = | 8 fi 

foa & Sara ata sia sila fem tat 
aq faa ata] as] wae faerd 2 | 
SAE WATE US TA We We 
aa fax ai eats aet as ak 2 
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slaa aaa Fa Al VAT Vat va 
aaa ase fey aaa & fuerd Sy 

GAT UM tla BNA sey Fz 

At ax seu aa gut feats F | rey 

Sil sual <a fae wel weal waa wa Ta RH Zé Il 

feviat H <a Faw aes ae ug feu Hee ge | 

HRA 1H FS FT Lrws LM Har F Fat Wut TE 

UF WAT AE HT GT IS FT aS AG AH Fe | re I 

Translation. 

Om! Reverence to S’ri Ganesha! 

Thou of the elephant face, be present, then 

Thy face is conquering obstacles, 

As when the foot alights on the. road to Parag, 

The mountain of sin melts away. 

Zu aid —= Waa 3 ‘is conquering,’ wra for 33a, with substitution of 

¥ for 4, just as in the fourth line faara for faaaa. Or if Gra is the 

present tense of Tat, which is the most natural way to take it, we must 

make faq the nominative and render “ obstacles depart from before thy 

face”’ ; aa would thus have to be expanded into @¥EI< aa q. The first 

translation seems preferable. Wt1at is of course 94Ta. ‘The elisionof q is 

frequently noticed in these poems, the dialect of which may be described 

as seventeenth century Rajpit Hindi of an extreme northwestern type, 

verging on Panjabi and the Doghra dialects of the hills. 

The next kavitt has already appeared in the Proceedings above quoted, 

and is here reproduced in order to complete the translation. 

1. Swelled like the sea Shah Jahan, lord of Dilli, 

Arraying an army of many lakhs, he came and pitched his tent. 

Beautiful, fair-faced, is here Jagat, king of Sumert, 

Tn the plain of Mau planting the pillar he fought. 

Making hedges and entrenchments, that no one might touch him from afar, 
Restraining the Patshah’s forces, he swept with the steel. 

The son of Basidev coming arraying all his honored ones, 

Like a banjara, having loaded his téndd, has alighted. 

fzait is of course Delhi, in its old Hindi spelling. 
The Muhammadan historian does not say that the Emperor himself 

was present at the siege, and from other parts of Gambhir’s own poems, it 

would appear that he was not there, though in others he is said to have 
. been present. We must therefore refer |laq at F not to the Padishah, 

but tothearmy, The grammatical construction is excessively loose through- 
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out the poems. Taq is in Hindi often an irregular indefinite participle 

from Tat, to come, though it may also be from ¥Teat, to bring. In 

Panjabi, YTW is more frequently used in the sense of “ having come”, which 

I have, therefore, adopted here. 

Gat may refer to Jagat Singh, whose beauty is often mentioned in the 
poems, or it may be an allusion to Kabrai Sundar, whom the Emperor sent 

to visit Jagat just before the rebellion. This Sundar is always alluded to 

by Gambhir as aX Hava, or ‘ Sundar, the bad poet’. He himself is unvary- 

ingly gaa, ‘the good poet’. 

Wala a¥¥_ is a regular Panjabicism. In that dialect, fag is the regular 
sign of the locative instead of 4. The constant mention of the ‘Mau ka 

maidan’ is explained by the fact that Jagat, although he fortified and garri- 

soned all his strongholds, did not himself stay in any one of them. He 

entrenched himself in the plain of Mau, at the foot of some hills covered 

with jungle, where he had a villa and met his enemies there. There is the 
regular old smack of Rajpat daring and fool-hardiness in this, in fact 
throughout the whole affair, Jagat and his son seem to have been playing 

at rebellion ; perhaps his easy successes over the Muhammadans of Kabul 
may have put into his head the idea that it would be rather good (Rajptt) 

fun to have a brush with the Padishah and his forces. Wa ITS, planting 

the pillar, the <q Wy, or pillar of war, just as we plant a standard in the 
middle of a camp. 

au Panjabi and Sindhi for qa. The & of ea on disappearing aspirates 
the remaining consonant. 

ZTsT is the encampment of bullocks made by the banjaraés. Several 
towns in India are named Tanda from this cause. 

«rade I have taken as a plural of atfea, honoured, noble. If divided 
into HT4 aq, it is difficult to make sense of the passage. 

2. Jagat Singh, son of Bastdev, was their protector ; 

The story went from land to land, it is a tale in the world; 

He is vigilant on all four sides to hem in the Sultan’s army, 

He smites them morn and eve, this he knew in his mind, 

One goes not by road or ghat, the princes remained not staunch, 

Without food, without water, the armies melted away. 

Hearing the news doubt fell on the Patsah’s mind. 

In the midst of the plain of Mau there is slaughter unto death. 

If we followed the Muhammadan historian’s account, it would be per- 

fectly compatible with the text, so loose and vague is its style, to translate 
this passage quite the other way. Thus in the first line by making watwee 
the nominative we might render— 

“The Shah’s army were vigilant on all sides to hem Aim in.” 

But this would not agree with the assertion that the ‘ Umrao’ did not 

remain firm or staunch; nor with the anxiety of the Shah, nor with the 
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general scope of the book, which is entirely in glorification of Jagat Singh. 

at ctrat I take to be for Hindi ay teat, “to remain surrounding” 

as, or de, (Sanskrit 4), and cat, for Tear, the old infinitive in at (aT), 
which is constantly used in these poems, as in most Rajpit dialects, though 
it has not left any very distinct traces in classical Hindi. 

faaetat = I take to bea reduplicated form of fara in the invocation, 

which, if derived from a root fa-+ fe, would mean ‘ to melt away. The last 

line contains the word @4Ixt, which is not clear. I have translated it as if 

it were the same as Chand’s word awif<t, a lengthened form of af = in; 

but this is not quite satisfactory. #areét would be a verbal noun fr om Aart, 

to destroy (@T¥) ; literally there is a destruction (as) of death, ata = Arab. 

“5. This line needs further elucidation. It has been gc that it 

should be @¥t F Ate, in the land (#¥)), O friends, Persian, »)4, with a for 

Hi, but this also seems strained. 

3. King of kings, great king, lord Jagat Singh, 

Thy full sword is a disguise for Bhawani. 

Quoth Kayi Rai, such a hero has been made, Jagat Singh 

Burns like fire the thirst for blood of (thy) kettledrum. 

To this day, prince and beggar in the field lie rotting, 

As many big sons of the Turk woman as they left there. 

The born they slew, the unborn they destroyed through fear, 

Thou didst not slay, the meeting destroyed the womb of the Mughalani. 

aa atae HT perhaps means “the weight of thy sword”, but this 

would require @t, which was erroneously given in my former extract. I now 

take wl as passive part. of WaT, and render “ thy full sword” in the sense 

of the sword being satiated with slaughter. T=it has been made, or perhaps 

‘has been described’, as Tq@at, like Greek zovetv, means often to make verses. 

The next line has been suggested as divisible in another way thus, aa aa 

ua ata “the (tent) pegs have fallen in the field,” but this is deficient, inas- 

much as it supplies no correlative to the “ tall sons’ of the next verse. Wa 

sita is hardly in our author's style, though he may have, as I suspect also 

in other places, here used purposely an archaic phrase. Another rendering 

would be ‘in the fields of rich and poor”’, the fields round Mau being natur- 

ally the property of Jagat Singh’s Raos : and of his poorer subjects, while 

the Turks cannot well be called Raos. Ar is of course the old Hindé geni- 

tive, modern af. It will be observed that the employment of the three 

genitive participles is totally at variance with the practice of the modern 

language, where we should expect qtareyl a aud in the plural. 

The last line may also be translated differ ently by dividing & qetal (for 

faut, from faetcat ‘ to look’), ‘thou didst look, (and) the meeting, ete.’ 

As given above the sense would be ‘thou didst not smite, but the mere meet- 
ing with thee made or destroyed.’ 
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The idea of the women miscarrying through fear, is the same as that in 
the Ramayan of Tulsi Das (Sundara Kand), where Hanuman is leaving 

Lanka— 

4, 

TAA HST His ATHY WIT | 
mai aay ote fafsrat are 

Going he roared with mighty sound ; 

Hearing it, the wombs of the she-fiends melted. 

There is one Hari and Hara, one wish-granting tree of desire, 

One sun, this one, in whom is warmth and light, 

One comet in the sky, (one) Seshnag weighed down by the earth ; 

(Who) bound the further limits of the sea in this Kali (yug). 

One manly Jagat Singh, terrible in strength, 

When abandoning the sword, virtuous, in whom is worship of the lord. 

One sky, one air, why should I describe a second, 
One Patsah, one Raja in the Patsahi. 

The object is clearly to extol Jagat as the one unrivalled hero of his 

time. qa atat I take for wat alt = Hag comet. WAT Wal isa puzzle ; if 

gat is for Hct or UCAS sane , then Wat is a verb WCaAT, which can only mean 

‘ weighed down, or loaded’, but the rendering is scarcely satisfactory on gram- 

matical grounds, and the fourth line is also difficult to make sense of. The 

sixth line probably means that, though terrible in war, yet when he laid 
aside his sword, Jagat was mild and pious, and the last contains the oft-re- 

peated sentiment that, though Shahjahan was sole Emperor, yet Jagat was 
no less an independent Raja. 

é. Jagat Singh hath made such mighty wars in the world ; 

Arrows were discharged from countless tight-drawn bows ; 

The armies were crushed, and all the camps were broken up ; 

This camp has dealt how many wounds to all. 

Saith Gambhir, great hero, son of Bastdevy, 

The elephant lords have been smitten, they have remained dwelling in the forest, 

Rending the deer, stripping the skin, taking the hide to wear 

An elephant’s head (hanging) from his neck ; Shiva danced laughing. 

He who took Makhayala, placed a king therein, 

The fame of it was in every land, this is certain ; 

Whose army going up (to war), shaking castles and forts, 

As cattle (eat up) grass, with all goes fighting. 

King, son of Basidev, saith Gambhir Rai, 

The city of thy enemies is fainting with alarm. 

Smitten by bullets, with trembling steps the armies retire, 

And the news hath pierced the heart of the Patshah, 

The hero is sitting in the plain (by) the pillar of victory, 

Planting it in the midst of boulders by reason of the mud and blood, 
Heroes and chiefs were slain, all the corpses were torn ; 

Hara took rejoicing, he seized the garland of corpses. 

Fighting with the Shah, he sits in the land of Mau ; 

The world was shaken, Jagatad alone was not shaken, 
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On the above three kavitts some notes may now be offered. It is to be 
hoped that it will be understood that this translation is not put forward 
as authoritative, but merely as an attempt to get some meaning out of these 

rugged lines, and that hints and suggestions will be afforded by Hindi scho- 

lars in further elucidation. It will be observed that the past tense in such 

words as ¥@ %, ATX, and others, has been translated as a passive participle. 

This it is undoubtedly by origin, and it may be admitted that in these bar- 

dic verses, as in the early Vaishnava poems in Bengali, it is used in this sense 

in the absence of any nomen agentis. Also the phrases fara faa, and Ha 
aa literally “as many (as there were), so many”, are in fact equivalent to 

‘¢all”, and have been so translated. 

In kavitt 5, line 2, the word aa@ is literally “having tightened”, and 

the only way to make sense of the line is to refer this to the bows. The 
sense is however rather involved, and can only be made clear by inverting 

the order of the words thus Waa waa Hea, “having strung countless 
bows”, aIw we = “arrows have have been discharged”. 

Kavitt 6, line 1. The allusion here is apparently to some previous 

exploit of Raja Jagat. Ido not know where the Makhayala referred to is. 

Mr. Blochmann finds “two places of that name, one lee , the other with 

long a, Sleslo , The latter is mentioned in the Ain as a strong fort on a 
mountain in the Sindh Ségar Ddab. There is little water to be had; a salt 

mine is here and temples. The inhabitants are Januhas. The former is 

mentioned as a village where Shahjahén once halted and hunted on 

his way from Kashmir to Lahor.” It lies somewhere on the west 
bank of the Chandb, and I should be inclined to look for it north of 

Kariinwal4 and Tandah, where there was good sport to be had, when 

I was Assistant Commissioner of Gujarat fifteen years ago. The other, or 

Makhyala, seems to be somewhere between Jogi Tila Hill and Pind Dadan 
Khan. 

In line 4, aata# would seem from the context to be the Arabic word 

cs*ly” ‘cattle’, and not the Hindi wary, protection, as the latter does not 

make sense. 

K. 7, 1. 4 @atxzis a word unknown to me. It would seem to mean 

boulders, round stones; at we = FS. 

8. Fixing the pillar he slew the Khans, going up to battle he slew the Mirs. 

How many chiefs were there not slain in the fray ? 

Why did not Kabulis and Kizilbashes come by the lakh, 

[Why did not] four or five Shahzadas more come with arrows set (in their 

bows) ? 
How many chiefs and how many soldiers has he sent ? 

Why did not he come himself, the Padshah of the Turks P 

Ever and ever being alone in the midst of the army, 

Jagata did not know in his heart any other manly ones. 

ia 2 
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]. 2. the meaning of ST Bis not clear; I have rendered it as if it were 

for Bt. 

1. 3. areata is always found in connection with names of races inhabit- 

ing Persia and Afshanistan, and is therefore conjectured to be a corruption 

of the word (sl 55, 
1. 7. @¥ has many meanings, it is here taken to mean ‘alone’, in the 

light of the rendering of the next line. 

9. The chiefs were scattered, and the servants of the Shah were plundered, 

Elephants, horses, and camels led by the nose-rein he has driven and brought in, 
x ® se * * 

* * * * * 

Why did all remain astonished, nething was plundered from him, 

Shah Jahan dejected begged for pardon. 

Life indeed is thine in the world, Jagat Singh : 

As much nectar as thou hast drunk, so much indeed thou hast well carried. 

Lines 3 and 4 are obscure, and are therefore left untranslated, as the 

meaning which they seem to bear is not easily to be got out of the werds. 

1, 5. Khusyan. In Panjabi khusnd means ‘to be plundered’. 

1. 6. The word written jhupke is not certain. Ifthe reading is correct, 

it would, I think, mean ‘ bowing’, or metaphorically ‘ depressed’. This is con- 

firmed by the next two words, diz (Arabic, 5) mandna, i. e. to confess 

oneself weak, to beg for pardon. 

1. 8. Pachind or pachaund, Panj., literally ‘to digest’, but freely used in 

conversation in the sense of shewing that one has digested, that is, shewing 

by one’s actions that one worthily bears, or is worthy of, honor, rank, or the 

like. The bard appears to mean that Jagat by his actions has carried im- 

mortality ; this he expresses by saying he has drunk amrita, and has digested 

it, so that it gives him strength and heroism, which he shows in the war he 

is now carrying on. 

10. The Lord of the world has made Sri Jagata lord, he has undertaken the 

protection of the heroes, 

The warlike Rajputs have run to join him, they have made a smiting with 

arrows of battle, 

Again and again he shouts to his hosts, the caution of the Mirs went astray, 

Whosoever came and joined them became faint-hearted, they have gone te 

divide the sweetmeats of the Pirs. 

i, 4. This may mean that they have to make offerings (sirnt = (474%) 

to their saints, to invoke their aid, being discouraged by their defeat. 

il. King of kings, great king, lord Jagat Singh, 

Trembles ever the Shah at thy sword ; 

Thy era has been established in all [lands], 
Thy boundary is set up on both sides of the Indus, 

King, son of Basidey, quoth Gambhir Rai, 

AJl the mountains are supported by the strength of thy arm. 

cc 
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King of the North, thy glory is in all lands ; 

Chiefs and Rajas daily attend in thy court. 

1. 3. The word translated ‘lands’ contains a letter which occurs fre- 

quently and seems to be meant for € or &, it is not clear which ; the seribe 
uses a thick pen and forms his letters very small, so that it is sometimes 

not easy to decypher them. In neither case is the meaning clear ; the word 

‘lands’ is inserted conjecturally. 
1. 4. This seems to allude to Jagat Singh’s exploits across the Indus 

in Bangash and Afghanistan. 

12. All his forces were wearied with bearing the shield ; 

He has sent all his Subas, whom now will he send ? 

Sundar the good poet celebrated all the heroes that came, 

On the confines of Mau (he is) like a lion, who shall come before him ? 

In the Kali Yug, Jagataé has become immortal, 

Fighting, he has sung the fame of the Empire in the nine climes, 

Lachmi and Narayan are thy aid night and day, 

Shah Jahdn abashed kissing shall honor thee. 

(Lo be continued.) 

Supposed Greek Sculpture at Mathurd.—By F. 8. Grows, M. A., 
Bs Cas: 

(With three plates.) 

In 1836 Colonel Stacy discovered at or near Mathura—for the exact 

locality does not appear to have been placed on record—a large and 
euriously sculptured block of red sand-stone, which has given rise to much 

antiquarian discussion. It measured 3 feet 10 inches in height, 3 feet in 

breadth, and 1 foot 4 inches in thickness, and the top was scooped out, or worn 

by time, into a shallow circular basin 16 inches in diameter and 8 inches deep. 

It was carved on both sides with a Baechanalian group, the principal figure in 

which was supposed to represent Silenus and the whole to be the work of Bac- 

trian Greek artists. It was deposited in the Calcutta Museum (where it still 

is) by the finder, who described it as a tazza, or rather a pedestal that had been 
used to support a large tazza or sacrificial vase. ‘This opinion was endorsed 
by James Prinsep, and has prevailed to the present day, though I believe it 

can now be shown to be erroneous. The following description of the design 

(which I have not myself seen*) is abridged from one given by Babu Rajen- 

* Since the above was written, General Cunningham has very kindly sent me two 

photographs of Groups I and II. He conjectures that the stones were intended for 

altars (which, however, I do not think possible), and writes: ‘Your altar is a very 

interesting discovery, as the head-dress of the female holding the cup is that of the 


